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QUESTION 1

For which of the following roles can you grant legacy permission to view the personal compensation 

statements of an employee? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Compensation Administrator 

B. Employee 

C. System Administrator 

D. HR Representative 

E. Custom Manager 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 2

You set up a merit guideline rule based on the performance rating. You import guideline formulas as shown in the
attached screenshot. According to the imported formulas, what is the minimum merit guideline if an employee\\'s
performance rating is 4? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. 1% 

B. 0% 

C. 2% 

D. 4% 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You have defined the eligibility rules as shown in the attached screenshot Budgeting is done as a percent of the current
salary. What can you see on the compensation form for an employee in Salary Plan PRM? Please choose the correct
answer. 
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A. The employee does NOT appear on the form but their salary is included in the total budget basis. 

B. The employee appears on the form and is included in the total budget basis but CANNOT receive an award amount
in merit, adjustment or lump sum. 

C. The employee does NOT appear on the form and their salary is NOT included in the total budget basis. 

D. The employee appears on the form, is NOT included in the total budget basis and CANNOT receive an award
amount in merit, adjustment or lump sum. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When should you configure a compensation template using the second manager hierarchy? Please choose the correct
answer. 

A. Your customer wants someone other than the standard manager to make compensation ^ recommendations. 

B. Your customer has more than three manager approval levels in their route map. 

C. Your customer wants to include inactive employees on the compensation worksheet. 

D. Your customer wants both the standard manager and the matrix manager to approve compensation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When would you create budget groups? There are 2 correct answers. 

A. When a customer requires a cascading budget 

B. When a customer requires different budget strategies for each location 

C. When a customer wants group assignments to change dynamically 
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D. When a customer requires different guidelines ranges for each department. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer wants to display the compensation history in the compensation profile. When setting up the compensation
history section, what can you use as a data source? There are 2 correct answers. 

A. Fields from a background section of the employee profile. 

B. Fields imported via the user data file (UDF) 

C. Fields from the current compensation worksheet. 

D. Fields from multiple plan templates 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 7

According to SuccessFactors\\' best practice, what must you include when you set up a compensation route map?
Please choose the correct answer. 

A. A staging step as the last modify step 

B. At least five steps of manager review and approval 

C. A signature step as the final step before completion 

D. The Get Feedback button in the HR approval step 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You set the Reportable option of a custom field to true in the Column Designer. In which reports does this 

field appear? 

There are 3 correct answers. 

A. Executive review 

B. Ad hoc 

C. Aggregate export 

D. Standard YouCalc widget 

E. Rollup 
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Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following functions in the Admin Tools can you use to delete compensation worksheets for 

active planners? 

There are 2 correct answers. 

A. Manage worksheets 

B. Delete form 

C. Update compensation worksheet 

D. Delete employees 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

Where can you assign route maps to compensation plan templates? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Under Admin Tool -> Manage Route maps 

B. Under Provisioning -> Form Template Administration 

C. Under Admin Tool -> Plan Setup -> Settings 

D. Under Provisioning -> Company Setting 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You want to display the percentage of employees in each pay grade who are eligible to receive a stock grant. Which of
the following activities must you perform to do this? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Create an eligibility engine rule in the Admin Tools which defines stock eligibility by pay grade. 

B. Upload a stock participation guideline table CSV file in the Admin Tools. 

C. Import the value TRUE in the STOCK_UNITS_ELIGIBLE column of the user data file (UDF) for users with eligible
pay grades. 

D. Create a custom stock field with a formula that calculates stock grant percentages per pay grade. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 12

Where can you disable Ask for Edits options in the route map of a compensation form? Please choose the correct
answer. 

A. Under Provisioning -> Form Template Administration 

B. Under Admin Tools -> Manage Route Maps 

C. Under Admin Tools -> Plan Setup -> Settings -> Advanced Settings 

D. Under XML -> comp-config section 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Your customer wants to change the background of the compa-ratio percent display. Which tag in the compensation plan
template XML can you use? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. showColorBar 

B. backgroundColor 

C. comp-benchmark-color 

D. comp-guideline-pattern 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Each employee has a custom number code assigned to them, However, your customer wants to display 

the name instead of the code on the worksheet. If the code is NOT in the table, the customer wants blanks 

to be displayed. 

What would you define as the last row in your lookup table? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. A blank in the input agreement with blanks as the output. 

B. N/A as the input agreement with blanks as the output. 

C. FALSE as the input agreement with blanks as the output. 

D. An asterisk (*) in the input agreement with blanks as the output. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15
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Which of the following options reflects a best practice for configuring compensation plan guidelines? Please choose the
correct answer. 

A. Add a formula without any criteria at the bottom of the guideline list to act as a default. 

B. Make sure the Enable Guideline Optimization checkbox is selected if your customer has less than 1,000 ^
guidelines. 

C. Allow planners to enter negative salary adjustment recommendations. 

D. Always arrange guideline formulas in order by performance rating and comp ratio. 

Correct Answer: A 
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